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Résumé

1

C-Web est un ensemble d’outils pour une communauté d’
utilisateurs qui partagent des informations associées à un
domaine spécifique à travers le Web. Le composant essentiel de ce systéme est une ontologie qui est partagée entre les
membres de la communauté et utilisée comme interface commun pour l’intégration, interrogation et échange des informations. Dans cet article nous décrivons un langage simple
mais puissant pour l’intégration de documents XML dans CWeb. Plus précisément, nous illustrons comment on peut exploiter et intégrer de serveurs Web capable de répondre à
des requêtes XPath. Cet intégration est faite par des règles
d’association de chemins d’éxpression XPath aux concepts
et roles de l’ontologie. Nous décrivons un algorithme de
reécriture de requêtes qui utilise ces règles pour reformuler
une requête utilisateur à un ensemble de requêtes XPath. En
outre, on décrit des techniques d’évaluation qui nous permettent de réduire le volume des fragments XML envoyés par
les sources pendant l’évaluation d’une requête.

The C-Web (Community Web) project 1 [3, 2] aims at supporting the sharing, integration and retrieval of information
in a specific domain of interest. The main objective is to
provide to a group of people who desire to access and exchange knowledge and information in this domain, the infrastructure for publishing information sources and formulating
structured queries by taking into consideration the conceptual representation of the domain in form of an ontology.
In our first C-Web prototype [3] we have proposed a (content) description language to describe (index) the contents
of Web resources (identified by URLs) in terms of a domain
specific ontology extended with specialized thesauri [4]. Resource descriptions are stored in a description base and the
result to some user query is a list of URLs. The actual source
contents and structure are completely ignored during query
evaluation. This has the advantage that it is possible to semantically index any kind of Web resources (including images) which are not necessarily structured XML documents
or database records. But an obvious shortcoming of this approach is that manually indexing a large collection of structured documents (e.g. XML documents in an XML repository) might be a difficult and tedious task, whereas similar,
and often better results, could be obtained by issuing structured queries (e.g. XML queries) against the XML repository.
In this paper we are interested in the querying of XML resources. More precisely, we want to take advantage of the
structure of XML resources, generally described by a Document Type Definition (DTD) or an XML schema, for mapping XML fragments to concepts and roles in the ontology.
There are two orthogonal objectives here: 1) to be able to
translate and forward semantic user queries to diverse XML
repositories while hiding their heterogeneity, and 2) to limit
the materialization of descriptions on the C-Web repository
when the information is available on the source. The second
point is particularly relevant when the values of some elements change over time.
In the following, we will present :
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Abstract
A Community Web portal is a set of tools for a community
of people who want to share information on a certain domain via the Web. The backbone of this system is an ontology which is understood by all members of the community
and used as the common interface component for integrating, querying, structuring and exchanging information. This
paper describes a simple but nevertheless powerful language
for integrating XML documents into a Community Web system. More precisely, we describe how to add and exploit
XPath enabled Web servers by mapping standard XPath location paths to conceptual paths in the system ontology. We
present a query rewriting algorithm using such mappings. It
transforms a user query into a set of XML queries based on
XPath patterns for selecting XML fragments. Finally, we describe some evaluation techniques for reducing the size of
XML data returned by the XML source for query evaluation.
Keywords: community web, ontology, XML, XPath, mapping rules, query translation



Introduction

a mapping language relating XML fragments described
by XPath location paths to the concepts and roles of an
ontology,
1 http://cweb.inria.fr




a simple tree query language for C-Web portals,



a query rewriting algorithm for translating tree queries
into XML queries and
a query evaluation strategy for XPath enabled XML resources.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present
a cultural application example to illustrate our approach. We
informally describe the mapping rules that can be defined
between XML resources and a cultural ontology and we illustrate how these rules can be exploited for translating and
evaluating user queries. Related work is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4 we present the mapping language for
XML resources and the semantics of mapping rules. Tree
queries and the rewriting algorithm for translating tree queries according to a given set of mapping rules are presented
in Section 5. In Section 6 we describe a query evaluation
strategy for XPath enabled XML resources. Finally, Section 7 contains a conclusion and future work.

2

System Overview through a Cultural Example

We illustrate our approach considering the integration of cultural information sources accessible from Web servers. Suppose that http://www.art.com is a web server of XML documents about artists and art in general. An example of an
XML document we would like to query and the corresponding DTD are shown in Figures 1 and 2.
<ARTIST SCHOOL=’DUTCH’>
<NAME>Vincent Van Gogh</NAME>
<NATIONALITY>Dutch</NATIONALITY>
<ARTIFACT FORM=’P’>
<TITLE>Church at Auvers</TITLE>
<MATERIAL>Oil on Canvas</MATERIAL>
<LOCATION>
Musee d’Orsay, Paris France
</LOCATION>
</ARTIFACT>
<ARTIFACT FORM=’P’>
<TITLE>Vase With Flowers</TITLE>
<MATERIAL>Oil on Canvas</MATERIAL>
<LOCATION>
Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam
</LOCATION>
</ARTIFACT>
</ARTIST>

Figure 1: XML document about Vincent Van Gogh
An example of an ontology for cultural artifacts, which is inspired from the ICOM/CIDOC Reference Model2 , is shown
in Fig. 3 as a labeled graph. Nodes of the graph correspond to
the concepts of the ontology which are connected by binary
roles and simple inheritance ( ) links.
2 http://cidoc.ics.forth.gr/crm

intro.html

Ten concepts and ten roles describe actors (persons) performing activities for producing artifacts. Roles are represented by solid arcs and each role has an inverse role
which is defined within parentheses. Dashed arcs represent concept inheritance. For example, concept Person is
a subconcept of Actor and inherits role performed (inverse
role performed by) that relates actors (instances of concept
Actor) to activities (instances of concept Activity). Observe
that we do not distinguish concept attributes from roles. For
example, role has name defined on concept Person returns
the name of a person in form of an instance of concept (type)
String.
1. <!ELEMENT ARTIST
(NAME,NATIONALITY,ARTIFACT*)>
2. <!ELEMENT NATIONALITY (#PCDATA)>
3. <!ATTLIST ARTIST SCHOOL
4.
(ITALIAN|DUTCH|OTHER)>
5. <!ELEMENT NAME (#PCDATA)>
6. <!ELEMENT ARTIFACT
(TITLE,MATERIAL,LOCATION)>
7. <!ATTLIST ARTIFACT FORM (P|S|G)>
8. <!ELEMENT TITLE (#PCDATA)>
9. <!ELEMENT LOCATION (#PCDATA)>
10. <!ELEMENT MATERIAL (#PCDATA)>

Figure 2: An XML DTD for Artists

2.1

Mapping XML Resources

Typically source descriptions as described in [3] are useful
for storing information which cannot be extracted either from
the document contents or its structure. Then the description
base might help the user to discover sources of information
relevant to her query. But if we want to take advantage of the
document contents in a collection of XML documents, a user
query should be translated into an XML query. This can be
done if there exists a mapping between the document structure on the one hand and concepts and roles in the ontology
on the other hand.
As mentioned in [10] there exist different ways for defining
such mappings depending on the size and preciseness of the
mapping definition but also the complexity of the query rewriting algorithm. Among the different possibilities (nodeto-node, path-to-path, tree-to-tree, etc.), we have chosen the
path-to-path approach and introduce rules that map XPath
location paths to conceptual paths in the conceptual schema.
The choice of XPath as part of our mapping language is justified in more detail in Section 3.
For example, the rules illustrated in Fig. 4 map XML resources as described by the DTD of Fig. 2 to paths in the
ontology of Fig. 3. The left hand side of a mapping rule is
called the source path of the rule and considers an XPath location path [8] (see Section 4.1 for more details about XPath)
evaluated on the context defined by a concrete URL or a variable. The right hand side of a mapping rule is a path in the
conceptual schema called the schema path of the rule.
Informally, given such rules, the interpretation of a concept
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Figure 3: An Ontology for Cultural Artifacts
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Figure 4: Set of Mapping Rules

in the ontology is a set of XML fragments. More formally,
*)
where is a URL or a) varia rule  !#"%$&'&(
able, ( is a variable, $ is an XPath location path and is a
schema path, is interpreted as “the XML fragments obtained
by XPath $ starting from URL or variable are bound to
variable ( and belong to the set of instances (population) of
)
the concept reached by schema path ”. For example, the
first mapping rule states that all elements of type ARTIST
and descendants of the root elements of the XML documents

in http://www.art.com are bound to variable  and are instances of concept Person.


In the same way, rule
states that all elements of type ARTIFACT and descendants of the root elements of XML documents in http://www.art.com are instances of concept Man
Made Object.




speRules also define role instances. For example, rule
cifies that all sub-elements obtained by evaluating XPath

/NAME on some fragment + obtained by rule
correspond
to a string (instance of concept String) which is the name

of person + (fragments obtained by rule
are defined as

instances of concept Person). Rule
creates instances
)-,
,135476
)
3
, 3
of role %.0/112
connecting each element
'
%/ 98

(person) + obtained by rule
to all fragments (artifacts)
that can be obtained from + by applying XPath /ARTIFACT.
Observe that, in order to be consistent with the conceptual

schema, the concatenation of the schema paths of rules

and
must be a path in the conceptual schema and by con

catenating source paths of rules
and , we obtain a new
%4 
rule
 http://www.art.com//ARTIST/NAME


Person.has name. In general, a set of : rules that bind

the variable  , and a set of : rules that use it can be extended
<;

:
by a set of :
rules. That is, the resulting set of mapping

rules after expansion may be exponentially larger than the set
of rules with variables.
The use of variables is a powerful tool that helps to reduce the
size of mappings, sometimes quite drastically, while making
the structure easier to understand. The use of different variables enables separating contexts in which different mapping
rules can apply, or to map different XPaths to the same vari

and
which
able. To illustrate the latter, consider rules

have been both assigned to variable  . By this multiple as=

signment, rules
and
can be
applied to all fragments
 
 
found by using rule
and rule
. On the other hand, if
 
 
?>

had been assigned a new variable, say  @  , rules
 
and
could not be used for finding the title and techniques

of man-made objects found by rule .

2.2

Query Rewriting and Evaluation

The basic motivation behind (i) describing sources or/and (2)
producing mappings is to provide users with more powerful query facilities. Queries are formulated in an OQL-like
syntax (Section 5.1) considering the ontology as a standard
object-oriented database schema.
The following example illustrates the evaluation of a user
query. Suppose the user asks the titles of artifacts created
by the artist Picasso. The user query is illustrated in Fig. 5.
select
from
where

.performed.has produced.has title
Person
.name = “Picasso”
Figure 5: Query ACB

We illustrate query rewriting with the mapping shown in

Fig. 4. The system needs to rewrite the original query into
one or more queries that find all paintings of Picasso in
source http://www.art.com. The resulting queries are XML
queries that use the XPath location paths defined in the mapping rules.
Basically, a user query ranges over a set of schema paths
that have to be decomposed into the schema paths of the
mapping rules. For example, query ACB in Fig. 5 is composed of three paths : Person, name and performed.has produced.has title. The algorithm presented in Section 5 tries to match each query path with concatenations
of rule schema paths. For example query path performed.has produced.has title
is obtained
by concatenating the
 
 
schema paths of rules
and
. By replacing the schema
paths by the corresponding concatenations of source paths
we obtain the rewriting illustrated in Fig. 6.
select
from
where

/ARTIFACT/TITLE
http://www.art.com//ARTIST
/NAME = “Picasso”
Figure 6: Query AEDFB

Query AEDFB can then be translated into an executable XML
query (e.g. the Quilt query of Fig. 7). Query AEDFBHG is evalFOR
WHERE
RETURN

IJ
IJ
IJ

IN document(“http://www.art.com”)//ARTIST
/NAME=’Picasso’
/ARTIFACT/TITLE
Figure 7: Query AEDFBHG

uated by the mediator on the XML document obtained by
the URL in the document function-call of the query. In most
cases, the size of this document is very important compared
to the final query result (the titles of Picasso’s artifacts only
represent a small part of the document http://www.art.com)
and a better solution would be to filter as much data as possible already at the source level before forwarding it to the
mediator. Such a filtering is possible if the source is XPath
enabled. For example, query AEDFB G G in Fig. 8 returns the same
result as the previous one, but is completely evaluated at the
source level and the mediator only has to forward the result
to the user.
Observe that a “complete” rewriting of our tree queries into
XPath is not always possible and some more query processing might be necessary at the mediator level. This issue
will be described in more detail in Section 6.

3

Related Work

C-Web is based on the standard model for query mediation :
users formulate queries in terms of the ontology (mediation
schema) and the portal (mediator) translates these queries
and the obtained results according to the mapping rules and
the source query facilities. Query mediation has been extensively studied in the literature for different kinds of mediation
models and for various source capabilities. Tsimmis [20],

YAT [7], Infomaster [14], Information Manifold [19], Tukwila [21, 17] and PICSEL [15] are among the most prominent examples of mediation systems. Our approach is closely
related to the last three of them which follow the local as
view approach, where sources are defined (independently of
other sources) as relational views on the mediator schema.
In our case, sources are described by simple mapping rules
relating XML fragments to an ontology of concepts connected by roles and organized in a concept/subconcept hierarchy.
More precisely, a mapping rule is defined as a couple of paths
K
K
and A where is a standard XPath location path and A
is a path in the ontology. The definition of abstract views for
XML documents as described in [10] is a similar approach
adapted for large-scale XML repositories. This approach differs from ours in two points : (i) the mapping rules do not use
variables in their definition and (ii) query translation is based
on an efficient bottom-up rewritting algorithm.
Other query rewriting algorithms [18] are based on efficient implementations for evaluating query subsumption and
satisfiability. Among these implementations, our rewriting algorithm might be best compared to the MiniCon algorithm [21] which improves the bucket algorithm [19] by
considering the interaction of variables with the available
views (rules) during query rewriting (instead of generating
rewritings (buckets) for each subgoal independently before
combining them into final query rewritings).
Our approach considers XPath [8, 24] enabled XML sources.
XPath is a tree pattern language which allows to characterize XML fragments according to their position in the document tree, their type and their contents. Whereas XPath does
not have the full expressive power of XML query languages,
the choice of using XPath as part of a mapping language
for XML documents is interesting for several reasons. First,
XPath is already part of other XML-related languages [1] for
the transformation (XSLT [12]), linkage (XLink [11]) and
querying (XQL [22], XQuery [5] and Quilt [6]) of XML documents. Second, XPath is already implemented and used in
a variety of tools, for example, for extending a standard Web
server into an XPath server3 . Finally, it is used by an important number of XML developers who do not have to learn a
new language for writing mapping rules.

4

A Path Mapping Language for
XML

Mapping rules describe XML resources by associating XPath
location paths to paths in the conceptual schema of an ontology, denoted in the following as schema paths. Given a
set of sources, the rules can be viewed as defining a virtual
database that conforms to the conceptual schema, populated
by XML fragments and relationships between them. This
provides the basis for answering queries posed on the conceptual schema by appropriate sets of XML fragments.

4.1

XPath Location Paths

We rely on XPath-enabled XML resources to uniformly
query and retrieve (fragments of) XML documents. The
3 See

for example fragserver, http://www.xml.com/pub/r/676.

FOR

I%

RETURN

I%

IN document(“http://www.art.com//ARTIST[NAME=’Picasso’]//ARTIFACT/TITLE”)

Figure 8: Query AEDLBHG G
XML Path Language (XPath) [8] is a W3C Recommendation for addressing parts of an XML document using location paths. A location path is a sequence of location steps.
Each location step is evaluated in some context, which is
a set of XML nodes (elements or attributes) defined by the
previous location step. In general, the context of the first location step is defined by the root node of the XML document,
specified by a URL. Location steps can be decomposed into
three parts:
1. an axis, which specifies the structural relationship
(child, descendant, ancestor, attribute etc.) between the
nodes selected by the location step and the context node,
2. a node test, which specifies the node type (node, processing instruction, comment, text) and the expanded
name of the nodes selected by the location step, and
3. optional predicates, which use arbitrary expressions to
further refine the set of nodes selected by the location
step.
Location paths can be used in different ways. First,
a location path can be considered as a pattern for selecting XML fragments.
For example, location path
http://www.art.com/descendant::ARTIST selects all XML
elements of type ARTIST which are descendants of the
root element of the XML documents in http://www.art.com.
Here, http://www.art.com is a URL defining the context
for location step descendant::ARTIST, in which descendant is an axis and ARTIST is a node test. Second, location paths can be considered as a way to navigate from
some node to other nodes in the document. In general, an axis may specify not only a step down from a
node, as in the child and descendant axes illustrated above,
but also sideways (axes following/preceding/followingsibling/preceding-sibling) and upwards steps (axes parent/ancestor).
Predicates : An important feature is the possibility to use
location paths in predicates, since it allows to select nodes
according to the properties of related nodes in the document tree. For example, predicate [child::NATIONALITY =
‘Spain’ and child::ARTIFACT/child::TITLE = ‘Guernica’] is
true for all nodes with a child of type NATIONALITY with
content ‘Spain’ and a child of type ARTIFACT with a child
of type TITLE with content ‘Guernica’.
Abbreviated syntax : Since child and descendant are
the most frequently used axes, there also exists an abbreviated syntax which takes the child axis by default
(if no axis is specified) and represents the descendant axis by a double-slash (//). For example, location
path child::A/descendant::B/child::C can be abbreviated to

/A//B/C . In the following, we will use this abbreviated syntax whenever possible.
In this paper, we focus on location paths using only the
child/descendant axis and conjunctive test predicates constructed on node (element/attribute) names and attribute values. The first restriction guarantees that each location path
can be evaluated “locally” on any XML fragment of a document without considering the rest of the document. In Section 6, we will see that this constraint is useful for query processing with XPath enabled Web servers and could be discarded with the price of higher data communication. The
second restriction reduces the complexity of the query rewriting algorithm as described in Section 5.

4.2

Ontologies and Schema Paths


,

,

An ontology is a 5-tuple M @ONQPR R /19%8 RTS U V SWR #X ,

where (i) P is a set of concepts, (ii) is a set of binary roles,
,
,
(iii) /1-%8 and S U V S map roles to their domain and target
in P , respectively, and (iv)
is an inheritance relationship
between concepts in P . We assume the usual properties of
P
Y . In particular it defines a hierarchy on . We also con
sider ontologies to be symmetric
: each role [Z
has an

inverse role, denoted U\ , in
(in Fig. 3 inverse roles are
,
, N
/1-%8
JX ,
within parentheses). Obviously, S U V SWN U\]X @
, N
,
and /1-%8  \ X @&S U V SWN JX .
The semantics of an ontology is defined by the databases ^?_
that conform to it : ^?_ contains a set of objects (instances)
for each concept in P . These objects are related by instances

of roles in , which satisfy the typing constraints implied
,
,
by H/19%8 and S U V S . Roles are multi-valued, i.e. any in,
stance of concept /19%8 N `X can be related to zero or more
,
instances of concept S a V SWN `X by role  . The Y component
of M is interpreted as subset relationship and role inheritance.
Namely, if 8b c8dG , then the set of objects of 8 is a subset of
the set of objects of 8dG and all roles defined between some
concepts 8 and 8dG G are also defined between all subconcepts
of 8 and 8eG G respectively. We say that 8 R 8dG are isa-related if
either 8 = 8 G , 8=Y C8 G or 8 G f8 . We also define gh/1i N 8 R 8 G X
to denote the concept that is lower in the isa hierarchy as follows : gh/1i N 8 R 8dGjX @ 8 if either 8 @ 8dG or 8 HC8eG . We also
assume that, in general, all pairs of concepts that are not isarelated are disjoint.
Role paths and derived roles : A role path of length k
o4e4H4
(kmlnB ) is a sequence  @ 
Hp , where Hq are roles,
,
,

such that for all Brsutvk , S U V SWN Hq X and /1-%8 N Hqxw X are
Y -related. The source and target of a role path are defined
,
by the source and the target of its extremities : /1918 N `X @
, N 
,
,
S
SWN
@yS
SWN
H/19%8
 X and U V
JX
a V
Hp9X . Clearly, the composition of a role path  and a role, path %G , denoted
z%G ,
,
is well-defined provided that S U V SWN `X and H/19%8 N %G{X are
Y -related.



From the definition it results that all roles in are also role
paths of| length 1. For example, role performed is a role path
of length 1 with source Actor and target Activity. A role path
, N
 of length }nB defines a derived role denoted by %/Jg
`X ,
from instances of its source concept to instances of its target concept. For example, role path technique.used material
,
, 6
,U4
,13
S ,
defines a derived role, %/Jg NhS 8 k~Y$1 0
2
1Y'gX ,
between concept Man Made Object and concept Material.
To understand the second constraint in the definition of role
paths, let us consider role paths of length two. A sequence
 4 


can be viewed as a derived, role whose every instance

connects an instance / of H/19%8 N  X with an instance /%G of
,

S
SWN
UHV
 X , through an intermediary /%G G that must be an in, SWN 
, N 
S
U V
 X and /19%8
 X which is only posstance of both
,

,

sible if S a V SWN  X and /1-%8 N  X are isa-related.
)

Concept paths and virtual concepts : A concept path is
4
either of the form 8 , or a sequence 8  , where 8 is a concept
, N
and  is a role path,
such that H/19%8 `X and 8 are
-related.
)
The length of is  in the first case, and the length of the
,
,
role path  in the second case. The H/19%8 and S a V S of
) @
4
concept path 8 is 8 itself. The source and target of
8  are
,
)
,
, )
defined as: /19%8 N X @ 8 and S U V SWN X @S a V SWN `X . The
)
composition of a concept path and a role path  , denoted
)
, SWN )
, N
S
zb , is well-defined provided that U V
X and /19%8
`X
are
-related.
)
4
A concept path @ 8  can be viewed as defining
a virtual
,
)
concept, standing for “the instances of S U V SWN X that can
, )
)
be reached from H/19%8 N X by following the roles in , in
order”. We denote the virtual concept defined by a concept
)
)
path by 8d/1k8 N X . Given a database that conforms to M ,
extents of virtual concepts are uniquely-defined.
Observe that concepts can only appear at the beginning
of a concept path and it is not possible to restrict derived
roles to subconcepts. For example, we could specialize a
)
4 J4 
concept path @ 8   by introducing a subconcept 8dG of
)
4 %4 4 
,

, N 
@
NS
SWN
R
8 
8dG  . The virtual
g{/1i
UHV
 X
/1918
 XTX : G
)N
)
concept 8d/1k8 GxX defined by path G would obviously be a
)
)
subconcept of the virtual concept 8d/1k8 N X defined by path
(in a similar way, this holds for derived roles with intermediate concepts). Whereas this introduces expressive power to
the model (mapping rules and queries can be more “precise”)
it complicates not only definitions and but also query rewriting. In this paper, for the sake of simplicity and clarity, we
present a simple model where intermediate concepts are not
considered neither in concept paths nor in derived roles.
View
ontologies : Given an ontology M , a set of role paths

and a set of concept paths in M , we can define a view

,
,
ontology Mc @NP  R  R /1918  RTS U V S  R #bX . The
set of concepts P  is initialized by the set of all virtual concepts defined by concept paths in . As in the original onto has subset selogy, the sub/superconcept relationship
mantics. Clearly, given a database that conforms to M , the
)
,
)
extent of 8d/1k8 N X is a subset of the extent of S U V SWN X and
all of its superconcepts in M . Hence, by extension we say
)
,
)
that 8d/1k8 N X is a subconcept of S UHV SWN X . In the sequel, we
also define concept inheritance between virtual
concepts and
)
their “suffix”. A suffix of a concept path is obtained by removing a prefix, and adding an appropriate concept in the be-

)

%4 %4 `4 

,



4 

ginning. For example, if @ 8    , then H/19%8 N  X 
)
,
 4 U4 
and /1918 N  X   are suffixes of . It can be seen that the
)
extent of is a subset of the extent any of its proper suffixes
(and consequently a sub-concept thereof).

 is the set of derived roles, defined by the role paths in

)

, )
. Let be a role path in . Then, %/Jg N X is a derived role
, N)
, SWN )
S
in M  between /1918
X and a V
X . Similarly, extents
(i.e. sets of pairs) are defined for the roles of ME . Thus, a
database that conforms to M induces in a natural manner a
database that conforms to Mc .

4.3

Mapping Rules

Let  be a set of variables, and  be a set of URLs. A


mapping rule is an expression of the form U#"J$f 'a
)
, where




is the rule’s label,
?Z


$


, the rule’s root, is either a variable or a URL,

is an XPath location path,



 'a is an optional binding of  , where
variable, and
)

Zy

is a

)

is a schema path : more precisely, is a role path if
is a variable and a concept path otherwise.


Rule is called a relative mapping rule if its root is a variable  , and an absolute mapping rule otherwise. In the first

case,  is the root variable of , and this occurrence of 
is a use of the variable. If the optional component '= occurs in , then the rule is called a binding rule for variable  .
) 
) 

Let g N X R N X denote ’s location path and schema path,
respectively.
Given a set of mapping rules, we define reachability for rules
and variables, as follows: Each rule whose root is a URL or a
reachable variable is reachable, and each variable bound in a
reachable rule is reachable. A mapping  over M is a set of
mapping rules such that 1) labels are unique (that is, no two
rules have the same label), 2) all rules are reachable (hence
so are all variables) and 3) the concepts and roles used in its
rules occur in M .
Note that the binding-use relationships between variables in
a mapping may be cyclic. The simplest case of a cycle is a
rule whose left-hand-side contains #"W' (provided that
 can be reached from a URL by other rules). A mapping is
cyclic if it contains a binding-use cycle.
Although we have allowed the binding clause 'C in rules
to be optional, for many of the definitions in the sequel, it
is convenient that each rule has such a clause, and from now
we assume that this is the case. Obviously, new (and distinct)
dummy variables can be added to  , to satisfy this requirement. However, this assumption is purely for presentation
purposes. A designer of a mapping may include them only
when they are useful for the design.


Concatenation
of mapping rules : 
Two
rules

) 

 )   



'"J$

 "%$
 ' 
,
, can be con) 
) 
z
catenated, if the composition of their schema paths,



is well defined4 . Note the constraint that the root of
is

)5

bound in
and that concatenation is possible only if
is a role path. The result of the concatenation is the rule
J4 


 )9
)-
.
`#"J$ "J$
 ' 
z
Given a mapping  , its closure is the set of all rules that can
be obtained from  by repeated concatenation. It is denoted
by  . Its expansion, denoted   , is the set of absolute rules
in   (   o  ). Note that if  is cyclic, then   and  
are infinite, and these sets can be computed by a bottom-up
fixpoint computation otherwise (when  is acyclic).
Finite representation of cyclic mappings : Although 
itself can be viewed as a finite representation of   and   ,
when  has cycles, the following alternative representation
is useful in the sequel. Recall that a rule of   is the concatenation of a sequence of rules of  . Since each of these
binds a variable, there is a sequence of variables associated
with intermediate points in the concatenated rules. For ex

 


ample, if
binds  ,
binds  , and
also binds  ,
14 `4 

then if
is defined, it has a cycle, since it visits 
twice. For a relative rule, there is also a variable associated
with its starting point. We call a rule of   (absolute or relative) acyclic if it has no cycle, i.e. it does not visit the same
variable twice. We call a relative rule of   a minimal cycle
for variable  if its root as well as bound variable is  and it
does not occur in between and no other variable occurs in it
more than once.
Obviously, if  is acyclic, then all rules in   are acyclic, and the set of minimal cycles is empty. If  is cyclic,
then the closure of the set of acyclic rules in  is a finite

  4 
and proper subset
of  . Now, consider a rule @

of   , where q R @ B R¢¡ are sequences of rules in  , and
 

assume the bound
variable of
is  . If G is a minimal

cycle for  , then can be expanded to a new rule, by insert


ing G between
and
, provided that the concept paths
 R  R 
of
G
can be composed. It is easy to see that any
rule of   can be obtained from acyclic rules by repeated
expansions. Thus, the collections of acyclic rules and minimal cycles of  are a finite representation of  with respect to expansion (the information about which short rule or
minimal cycle can be expanded at a given point with which
minimal cycle can also be finitely represented).
Interpretation of mapping rules : Given an ontology
M , a mapping 
over M
defines a view ontology
,
, S
@*NP
R 
R
RTS
R
P
M£
£
£
/1918 £
U V
£
Y '£X where
£
is defined by the concept paths of absolute rules in  

and £ is the set of derived roles of relative rules in
%4 
 . For example, rule
defines a virtual concept,
KN ,
4 )5,
,135476
)
3
,13

8d/1k8
J /1k
J.0/1 2

%/ 08
X , and rule
, N )5,
,13-4 6
)
3
,13
defines a derived role, 1/Jg
J.0/112
'
%/ 98
X ,
between concept Person and concept Man Made Object.
Clearly, if  has cycles, then M £ has an infinite set of concepts and roles.
A mapping  allows us to view a collection of fragments of
XML documents reachable from the URLs in  as a database
that conforms to M £ . To define this database, the population
4 We do not define any restriction on the concatenation of location paths
(rule left-hand-sides).

)

of each virtual concept, 8d/1k8 N X , is defined as the union of

the set of fragments “returned” by all absolute rules
in
)
) N 
)
)

@
  where
X
or is a suffix of N X . The set of

fragments ¤C¥ returned by some absolute rule is defined
inductively as follows. Initially, ¤?¥ is empty for all absolute

rules . We start with the set of absolute rules in  . The

root of an absolute rule is a URL  and ¤C¥ is assigned the
set of XML fragments
that can be obtained by applying the
) 
location path g N X to the XML document identified by  .
Now, we repeat the following step until no further changes


G
occur : select
an absolute rule
and a relative rule
¨)
©4 
'"J$¦'§
G is
in  such that the concatenation
defined and add to ¤ ¥<ª ¥0« all the XML fragments that can be
reached from the
fragments in the current value of ¤ ¥ by the
) 
location path g N GjX .
Similarly, the relative rules of   are interpreted as roles
of M £ in this database of XML fragments, represented by

location paths. For an absolute rule
and a relative rule

)
¬4 
in  such that the concatenation
GF0#"%$C'¬
G
) N 
) N 
is defined, g
G®X represents the role of
GxX between the
) 
) ©4 
extent of 8d/1k8 N N X¯X and that of 8d/1k8 N N
GjXTX .
Before leaving this subject, we note that as mapping rules
may be added to a mapping, for example when new sources
are added, the XML extents defined as above for the concepts
can be viewed not as the full extents, but rather as subsets of
the real (but unknown) extents. However, since query evaluation may only use currently known information, this has no
real impact on it.

5

Tree Queries and Query Rewriting

The user views the community-web portal as a single database of fragments without knowledge of the source on which
each fragment is located. We might then consider each fragment as an object whose identity is the location path of the
fragment. Given a mapping  , we have seen above that
it allows us to organize XML fragments into collections of
instances of concepts M £ , and also to view certain XML
paths as representing roles of M£ . It follows that one can in
principle query this database of fragments using a query language, such as OQL, the standard for querying object databases. The answer of a query is defined in the standard manner, using the semantics of queries on object bases.
However, even though the answer is well-defined, an efficient
evaluation requires that we use effectively the mapping  to
translate the query into one or more queries on the sources.
Our ability to do so may depend on the form of the query.
This subject is taken up in the next section where we introduce a query language for C-Web portals and discuss how
mapping rules can be used in the evaluation of queries expressed in this language.

5.1

Tree Queries

While a key-word based search is simple to use, it has a
limited expressive power. On the other hand, a full-fledged
query language such as OQL is powerful but may prove to
be too complex for many users. We present a tree query language as an intermediary solution that is easier to use, yet
sufficiently powerful for most needs.

The tree query language is based on an OQL-like syntax with
select-fr
° om-where clauses on schema paths. For example,
the query A ¡ in Fig. 9 finds the name of the person that has
produced a man-made object with title “Mona Lisa”.
select
from

where

(

Person ,
.has name (
.performed.has produced.has title 8
8 = “Mona Lisa”
¡

Figure 9: Query A
More formally, a tree query A
Q:

select
from

+ q
, 
, 

...
,

, +'± , ...

+ ,

+
,

q-+-q

8d²



for each variable + , add

,

...
where

is an expression of the form :

Tree representation of tree queries : We assume the existence of a partial order t on the variables, such that if
4
+ ± HqL+9q occurs in the from clause, then + ± t¹+-q . Thus,
the from clause can be represented as a forest, with the variables as nodes, and an edge connecting parent + ± to child +9q
4
if + ±  q'+-q occurs in the clause. In addition, since no joins are
allowed in the where clause, a query can be represented by a
forest and decomposed into a cross product of several queries each of which is represented by a tree. Therefore, in the
following and without loss of generality, we restrict attention
to tree queries with exactly one variable bound by a schema
path.
We ) represent
a query A as a labeled tree º N AEX @
N
R
R ) R )
¤
U (
/ 1X where a node is labeled by a variable in ¤
)
(the set of variables in A ), U is the parent binary relation
)
between nodes defined by the partial order on variables, (
)
maps the node to the variable binding path and /
maps the
node to a set of operations :

and 8




,

to /

)
N

+~X

,

for each variable + in the select clause of $ , add ¼ to the
) N
set of operations /
+~X ,

and ...

where the +9q ’s are variables and each q in the from clause
is either (1) a concept path defining a virtual concept (of the
4
form 8 q or 8 q  q , where 8 q is a concept and  q is a role path)
or 4 (2) a variable + q followed
by a role path  q (of the form
4
+'±  q ). In the first case 8 q / 8 q  q , and in the second case  q , are
)
called the binding path of + q , denoted ( N + q X . We distinguish
,
between the two cases since in the first q is a concept (possibly virtual) over whose extent +9q ranges; in the second case,
+-q ranges over the concept defined by traversing the role  q
from the concept of + ± .
No restructuring is allowed in the select clause. Although
this may add expressive power to the language, we feel it is
not strictly needed for our application. Furthermore, restructuring is performed at the integration site, hence is orthogonal
to the issue of retrieving data from sources, addressed in this
paper.
The where clause is a conjunction of simple predicates,
3
where a simple predicate is of the form 8H³f´ + qµ in which
3
@¬R
R
R
R
t
}
r
l¸ and is an atomic value. Thus, it is not
µ Z·¶
possible to express joins by equalities between variables, i.e.,
by predicates of the form + q @ +'± . This restricts the expressive power of the query language but simplifies the rewriting
and evaluation of queries.
Note that schema paths appear exclusively in the from
clause. They do not appear in the select clause nor in the
where clause of a query. This syntax simplifies the presentation of our rewriting algorithm. It is easy to show that a query
with schema paths in the select and the where clause can be
rewritten into an equivalent query in which they appear only
in the from clause.
Finally, the language has no quantifiers, aggregates, or subqueries. But, a variable + ± present in the from clause but
not in the select or where clauses, is implicitly existentially
quantified. Thus, queries with certain kinds of existential
quantification can be translated to the above form.

»



for each predicate +
) N
/
+~X .
µ

3

in the where clause, add ½5¾1¿¢À to

From the above definition, it results that if a variable + occurs
) N
@
only in the from clause, then /
+0X
¶%»9¸ .

5.2

Query Rewriting Algorithm

Tree queries are evaluated on the database induced by some
mapping  . In the following, we present a binding algorithm that binds variables in a tree query A to rules in   .
The result is a set of such variable/rule bindings that can be
used to rewrite tree queries into standard XML queries using XPath location paths for instantiating variables. Query
evaluation is described in Section 6.
Binding variables to rules : Take, for example, query A ¡
in
Fig. 9 and the mapping shown in Fig. 4. Intuitively,
rule
 
 
might be used to find persons for variable , rule
can
( , and
be used to find the names ofthese
persons
for
variable
`4 
the concatenation of rules
can be used to find values
 R
for the variable 8 . The set of associations ¶1oÁÂ
(ÃÁÂ
 R
J4 =
8ÂÁ
¸ provides the information about which rules
from the closure   5 can be used for translating the query
to queries on the XML sources.
First, let us introduce the notion of prefix of a tree º . We say
that a tree ºG is a prefix of a tree º if its set of nodes is a subset
of the set of nodes of º , its set of edges is the restriction of
º ’s set of edges to that subset, and its root is the same as
that of º . Note that it follows from the definition that if º=G
contains a non-root node of º , then it contains the nodes and
edges up to º ’s root. Formally, a variable to rule binding,
or shortly variable3 binding, for a query A is a mapping Ä
on a set, denoted /12 N ÄÅX , that is either empty, or is the set
of nodes of a prefix of º N A¬X . A variable binding is full if it
5 Recall

that ÆÃÇ contains all concatenations of rules in Æ

.

is defined on all variables of A , and partial otherwise. The
È
empty binding is denoted Ä9É .
3
If /12 N ÄÅX is not empty, then Ä associates each variable in it
with a rule of   , such that the following holds:
1. if + is the root of query A , then Ä N +0X is an absolute
)
mapping rule such that the query binding path ( N +~X of
)
variable + denotes a superconcept of 8e) /1k8 N N Ä N +~XTX¯X
in the view ontology M £ , i.e. 8e/1k8 N N Ä N +~XTX¯X £
N ) N
8d/1k8 (
+0X¯X .
2. else, let


)

U

N

+~X

@

+-G

, then

the root variable of rule
N
Ä +9GjX ,


the role path of rule Ä
) N
(
+0X and


N

+~X

Ä

N

+0X

is bound in rule

where

Calculating variable bindings : A general algorithm for
finding variable bindings is sketched in the following. It
starts with the unique empty partial binding. Then it enters a
loop. In each pass through the loop, it selects a partial binding on variables, and extends it to one more variable, using
some rule of   6 . Note that to extend the empty binding Ä É ,
we need to use an absolute rule of   , whereas to extend a
non-empty binding we use a relative rule of   . In the latter
case, the binding can be extended to a new variable only if it
is already defined for its parent.
Variable binding algorithm (sketch) :

is equal to the role path

the composition of the role paths of the rules Ä N +-G{X
and Ä N +~X is well-defined, hence the concatenation
of the two rules is well-defined.

Regarding the first case, if + is the root of A , then it is bound
)
to some, possibly virtual4 concept by its binding path ( N +~X ,
that has the form 8 or 8  . An absolute rule can provide instances for this concept if its schema4 path, viewed as a virtual
concept, is a sub-concept of 8 or 8  . In the first case, 8 is a
)
concept of M that is a superconcept of 8e/1k8 N N Ä N +~XTX¯X . In
4
the second case 8  is a virtual concept, and it is a suffix of
)
or equal to N Ä N +0XTX . For the second case, the assumption
that if Ä is defined on + then it is defined on the parent of
+ follows from the requirement that its domain is a prefix of
N
º
A¬X . In this case, the declaration of + in A has the form
4
) N
@
+-G $=+ , and (
+~X
$ . Answers for + can be obtained from
answers for +-G , by following the binding path $ of + .
For example, for query A ¡ in Fig. 9, the query root variable
is bound  in the query to the (real)) concept
Person. In this
 
X =Person provides
case, rule B with schema path N
a binding for . The binding path of variable ( in A ¡ is
has name, so we need a relative
rule whose schema path uses

the variable bound by rule
and defines the role has name;

is such a rule. Similar reasoning applies to the binding
for variable 8 .
In query AÊ illustrated in Fig. 10, the query root variable
is bound to a virtual concept. Instances for it
may be found from absolute rules that have the bind%4 
ing path of as a suffix;
with schema path Person.performed.has produced is such a rule.
select
from

have a maximal answer, with respect to the given sources and
the given mapping.

(

Activity.has produced ,
.consists of ( ,
.has title 8
8 = “Mona Lisa”
Figure 10: Query AÊ

Given a query, we need to find all the full variable bindings.
Indeed, each such binding provides, as shown below, a subset
of the answer. By taking the union of all these answers, we



Input:
Output:
Algorithm:

query A , with root variable + ;
mapping  ;
a set of variable bindings;
initialization: let _ @ ¶HÄ0É'¸ ;
loop: while _ changes do ¶
select a partial binding Ä from _

and a rule in  
such that extends Ä to ÄG
let _ @ _ËÃ¶ ÄGh¸
¸

Result:

output the full bindings in _ .

As an example, we will create the set of variable bindings _
for query A ¡ of Fig. 9 in three steps. The algorithm starts
with the singleton _ @ ¶ Ä9ÌJ¸ containing the empty variable
binding. The first step extends
the empty binding with bind 


¸ : Rule
ing Ä @ ¶1?ÁÂ
is the only (absolute) rule in
) N  
  with schema path
X the binding path of variable

is a suffix
of. The second step extends binding Ä by
binding
 
 
 @

Ä
s¶1(ÃÁÂ
¸ . The
rule
to variable ( . Then, Ä
  4 
 @

Ä
Ä
¶ 8ÂÁ
¸
third step finally results
in
binding


and _ @ ¶HÄ0Ì R Ä R Ä R Ä ¸ is the binding set produced by the
above algorithm for query A ¡ and mapping  in Fig 4. The

algorithm returns the only full variable binding Ä in _ (obviously the algorithm might generate more than one full variable bindings).
An obvious problem with this algorithm is that it may not
terminate. When  contains cycles,   is infinite, and
rules of   are represented by arbitrary long concatenable
sequences of rules of  .
Acyclic Mappings : Let us temporarily assume that  is
acyclic. The algorithm can be optimized in several ways.
First, since   is finite and it is rather stable, hence used for
many queries, it can be computed in advance. We expect  
to be of tractable size in most practical cases, but of course
we incur the risk of a degenerated case where it is not. In the
following we assume the precomputation of   . Recall that
for each rule in   , its root is a variable or a URL, and it
binds some variable.
An obvious improvement of the previous general naive algorithm is to compute the partial bindings using each one
just once to compute all its extensions. For that, we choose
6 The

rules in ÆÃÇ are sequences of rules of Æ

.



Input:
Output:
Algorithm:

¸

now _
q

¸

Result:

4e4e4

R
+ p ;
the sequence of variables of query A , in pre-order: + R
the set of mapping rules   ;
a set of full variable bindings;
4e4e4 R
k
initialization: let _ ² @ ¶HÄ É ¸ ; _ q @ÍR @ B R

) N 
) N 
  , if
X is a sub-concept of (
+ X
loop: for each
absolute
rule
of
 @



then _

_
Î¶ +
ÁÂ
¸
4e4e4 R
loop: for @¡'R
k¶


loop: for each binding Ä from _q
and rule in L¶

\
if ’s root is bound by the rule associated with +-q ’s parent, say Ï in Ä ,
) 
)
and N X @ ( N +-qYX ,
)
) 
and the composition of N Ä N Ï5XTX and N X is well-defined,

then _qÐ @ _q-¶HÄ¶H+9qÁÂ
¸`¸

the set _
p


\

can be discarded

.
Figure 11: Variable binding algorithm

for the variables of the query tree any order in which the root
is first, and every other node occurs after its parent. This
ensures that when we try to extend a binding to a variable,
it is already defined on its parent. Without loss of generality, let us assume4Hthat
the variables of the tree are arranged
4e4 R

+ p . A binding is represented as a vecin pre-order: + R
tor of associations of variables to rules, in that order, namely
  R 4e4e4


¶H+
ÁÂ
+ p ÁÂ
p ¸ . Here is the new version of the
algorithm, illustrated in Fig. 11.
In the first step, we extend the empty binding to the root vari
) 

able + . For each absolute rule in   such that N X is
) N  7
a subconcept
of the binding path ( + X , we create a bind

ing ¶H+
ÁÂ
¸ . Then, we iterate through the sequence of
variables, from the left. Assume we have last visited variable

(}ÎB ), and have constructed a set of partial bindings
+-q
\

that are defined on all variables up to and including +9q . Let
\
+-q be the next variable, and let Ï be its parent. Necessarily,
all the bindings we have constructed are defined on Ï . For

each binding Ä , assume it associates rule G with Ï , and that


variable  is bound in G . Then, for each relative
rule
of

G and
  whose root is  , if the schema paths of
can

be composed, we extend Ä by + q ÁÂ
. Note that the edge
from Ï to + q is ‘traversed in this step, and only in this step’.
After all bindings that are defined up to and including + q are
computed, all previous partial bindings that are not defined
on +-q can be dropped.
It is easy to prove that if Ä is a full variable binding such that
the conditions defined in Section 5.2 hold, then the restriction
 4e4H4 R
of Ä to the prefix + R
+ ³ ( r :tk ) is in _ ³ and Ä is
in _p . It is also obvious that each member of _p produced
by the algorithm satisfies conditions in Section 5.2, hence is
a legal binding. Thus, the algorithm produces precisely the
set of legal bindings.
)

)

Denote the maximum length of ( N +-qYX by Ñ( N +-qYXÒÑ . We
observe that part of the condition for extending a binding Ä

with ¶ +-q<ÁÂ
¸ , where +-q is not the root variable, and where
7 The

(virtual) concept denoted by Ó ÔÖÕÓ¯×{ØÙa×hÚ<ÛÛ



)

)



N
is a relative rule of   , is that ( N +-qQX @
X . Thus,
all we need to do for this case is to compute all relative rules
of  for which the length of the role path is limited by
) N
Ñb(
+-qYXÃÑ . Recall that each relative rule is a concatenable
sequence of rules of  , and that relative rules ) of  have
schema paths longer than zero. It follows that ÑJ( N + q XLÑ is an
upper bound to the length of sequences we need to consider.
Thus, in the algorithm above, rather than using all relative
rules of   in the loop, we use only those whose schema
)
path length is limited by Ñ=( N + q X[Ñ and, as far as relative
rules are concerned, we need not worry about whether  is
cyclic.

Cyclic Mappings : Now, consider the case that   is cyc
lic, and the case of the root variable + . Here, an absolute

)

rule in   needs to satisfy the condition that ( N + X is
) N 
) N 
)
N
N 
a suffix of
X (
X defines a sub-concept of (
+ X ).

Now, such a rule is the concatenation of one absolute rule G

of  , with a (possibly empty)
sequence
G G of relative rules


in  . In the first case ( G G is empty), G is a candidate rule


for + . In the second case, G G is a relative rule in   . Then

let us first consider all relative rules G G of   (possibly with
cycles), where the length of their schema path is at most that
)

of ( N + X (it is obvious that the set of such rules is finite). For

) 
each such
rule G G , we try to match N G G X , from the right,
) N 
with ( + X . There are two cases to consider:
1.

2.

) N 
G G{X
)4 ) N 

)



)



matches a suffix of ( N + X , i.e. ( N + X @
)
G GjX where is a schema path of length } 0. Then,

)
for each absolute rule G of  such that is a suffix of
) N 
 4
GjX , if G
G G is defined, then it is an absolute rule of
) N 
) N  4
  such that (
+ X is a suffix of
G
G GjX .
) N 

)



)



matches all of ( N + X , i.e. ( N + X is a suffix

of
G GxX . Let G G ’s root variable be  . Then for each

absolute rule G of  that binds  , if the concaten 4
)

ation G G G is defined, then ( N + X is also a suffix of
) N  4

G
G G{X . Such a rule G is necessarily obtained from
an acyclic rule that binds  , by expanding it any number
of times with minimal cycles.
G G{X
) N 



It can be seen that all candidate rules for + fall into one
of the two cases. While we can provide a full enumeration
of all the candidate rules that fall into the first case, in the
second case, all we can do is to list the (finite) set of candidate
acyclic rules, and the (finite) collection of minimal cycles
(see Section 4.3 for the definition of minimal cycles). The
latter can be pruned to relevant cycles, as follows : define a
minimal cycle to be relevant if its root (and bound) variable
occurs in a candidate acyclic rule, or in a relevant minimal
cycle, and the composition of the relevant schema paths is
well-defined.
The first step of the algorithm for the acyclic case can be easily adapted to provide all bindings that fall into the first case,
and all bindings using the concatenation of an acyclic absolute rule with a relative rule whose derived role has length
)
bound by Ña( N +9qQX=Ñ (F}B ). Of course, we expect that when
bindings that fall into the second case are found, query evaluation will need to deal with minimal cycles, and thus contain
some form of a fixpoint computation.

6

Query Processing

6.1 Evaluating Tree Queries with Quilt
Let _ be a set of full variable bindings calculated by the foregoing algorithm for some query A and mapping  . Then
each variable binding Ä in _ can be used to create a new
query AED where concept paths in A are replaced by XPath
location paths. More precisely, we can obtain
a first rewrit)
ing of A by replacing each concept path ( N +~X in A by the
)
corresponding XPath location path g N Ä N +~XTX . For example,
for query A ¡ in Fig. 9 and mapping  shown in Fig. 4,
the previous binding algorithm returns a complete binding
  R
  R
  4 
@
Ä
¶ ÁÂ
(ÁÂ
8ÁÂ
¸ which can be applied
)
)
to) query A ¡ by replacing each binding path) ( N #X R ( ) N (eX and
N
N N
N N
(
8HX by the corresponding location path g
Ä #XTX , g
Ä (HXTX
) N N
and g Ä 8HXTX . The obtained query is illustrated in Fig. 12.
select
from

where

FOR

IN document(“http://www.art.com”)//ARTIST,
IN IJ'" NAME,
IN IJ /ARTIFACT/TITLE
= “Mona Lisa”

IJ(
I%8

WHERE
RETURN

I%8
IJ(

Figure 13: Query AED

¡
G

Then, for example, if http://www.art.com is an XPath enabled
web server, the rewriting of query AED ¡ G into query AED ¡ G G of
Fig. 15 can directly be evaluated by the source itself.
¡
The
source
location
path
in
query
AED
GG
(http://www.art.com/ARTIST[ARTIFACT/TITLE=’Mona
Lisa’]/NAME) returns a set of XML fragments [16] which
are bound consecutively to variable IJ( and forwarded to the
user.
This illustrates that a query or at least a part of it can be
evaluated by XPath enabled sources in order to minimize the
volume of data exchanged between the source and the mediator. Because of the XPath particularities, it is not always
possible to obtain a complete rewriting of the initial query
into a single XPath expression. This is due to the fact that
XPath is a pattern language for XML nodes, but cannot create new nodes (as it is possible in our tree query language
by using projection). For example, the source query AEDÜÊ
3 ,
3
in Fig. 14 returns a set of couples N R X where is the title
,
and is the material of an artifact created by Van Gogh (each
couple corresponds to a new node with two children).
I%

FOR

IJ(
3
I

WHERE
RETURN
I

IJ(
3

IN document(“http://www.art.com”)//ARTIST,
IN IJ /NAME, I%, 8 IN I% /ARTIFACT,
IN I%8 /TITLE, I IN I%8 /MATERIAL
= ’Van Gogh’
,
,I
Figure 14: Query AEDÜÊ

(

http://www.art.com//ARTIST ,
/NAME ( ,
/ARTIFACT/TITLE 8
8 = “Mona Lisa”
Figure 12: Query AED

I%

¡

This query can easily be expressed in any XML query language using XPath for binding variables such as Quilt [6],
XQL [22] and XQuery [5]. For example, the following translation of tree query AED ¡ into a FLWR expression of the Quilt
language is straightforward and is illustrated in Fig. 13.
After loading the root of the document reached from URL
http://www.art.com, query A¬D ¡ G could be directly evaluated
by a Quilt query engine (e.g. Kweelt [23]) at the integration
(mediator) site. It is evident that this is not very efficient if
the size of the document is large compared to the size of the
final result. Indeed, if the source has some query capabilities, it might be possible to push some filtering to the source
level. In the following, we assume XPath enabled sources.

Whereas source http://www.art.com might return the title
and material of each artifact “independently” by evaluating the two XPath patterns //ARTIST[NAME=’Van Gogh’]/ARTIFACT/TITLE and //ARTIST[NAME=’Van Gogh’]/ARTIFACT/MATERIAL, it is not possible to obtain the
title and material of each artifact “together”. Nevertheless, the set of fragments returned by the source location path in AEDÜÊ might be reduced by pushing selections and existential quantification to this path and returning only the ARTIFACT elements instead of the artists. It
is easy to see that, in order to obtain the final result, it
is sufficient to project on TITLE and MATERIAL subelements of the ARTIFACT elements returned by the new
document URL http://www.art.com//ARTIST[NAME=’Van
Gogh’]/ARTIFACT[TITLE and MATERIAL].

6.2

Query Decomposition

Given the restrictions enforced by XPath mentioned previously, our idea is to decompose the initial tree query into a
query (XPath expression) to be evaluated at the source and a

FOR

IJ(

RETURN

IJ(

IN document(“http://www.art.com//ARTIST[ARTIFACT/TITLE=’Mona
Lisa’]/NAME”)

Figure 15: Query AED
query to be evaluated at the mediator. The objective of the
following decomposition algorithm, is to do as much as possible of the evaluation at the source level. Our goal is to minimize the size of the data fetched by the mediator by creating
a source (XPath) query that (1) verifies all selections and existential quantification in the original query and (2) returns
the smallest fragments necessary for evaluating the “rest” of
the original query at the mediator level.
)
)
)
Let º N AEDbX @ÝN ¤ R U R g R / %X be the tree representation
(see Section 5) of a query AED where ¤ is the set of variables
)
)
and for each variable  , U N #X is its parent variable, g N +0X is
the XPath location path (corresponding to some binding Ä ),
) N
and /
'X is the set of operations defined on  .


Query Composition : Query AED is called a prefix of



query AED ( AED is a suffix of AED ) if they share exactly
one variable + satisfying the following conditions : (1) + is

the root node (variable) of AED , (2) + is bound by the empty
,
) 
,

N
gh. X ) and (3)
XPath location path gh. N X in AE D ( g ) N +0X  @
N
+ is a projection variable in AED
(¼§ZÞ/
+0X ). Variable + is


called the pivot of AED and A¬D . The composition of a prefix




AED
with its suffix AED is denoted by AED z-AED and returns
a new query AED where 1) the root variable of AED is the root


variable of AED , 2) AED contains all nodes (variables) in AED

and AED and 3) maintains for all variables the partial order,


location paths and operations in AED and AED respectively.
More precisely, for pivot (variable) + , query AED keeps the

parent variable and location path of A¬D and all operations
) N
)  N
)  N


@
+~X
/
+~X/
+0X ).
defined in AED and AED ( /
For example, the composition of the two queries AEDÜÊaß (prefix) and AEDÜÊUà (suffix) illustrated in Fig. 16 is defined and
results in query A¬DÜÊ of Fig. 14.
IJ

FOR

IN document(“http://www.art.com”)//ARTIST,
IN IJ /NAME, I%8 IN I% /ARTIFACT,
,
G IN I%8 /TITLE, I G IN I%8 /MATERIAL
= ’Van Gogh’

I`(
3
I

I`(

WHERE
RETURN

IJ8

Query
I%8

FOR

3

I

RETURN

I

3

AEDÜÊUß

IN self(),
,
IN I%8 /TITLE, I IN
,
,I
Query A¬DÜÊaà

I%8

/MATERIAL

Figure 16: Queries A¬DÜÊaß and AEDÐÊaà .
Query Equivalence : Queries AED and AEDÜG are called
equivalent iff they return the same result for any set of XML
sources D . Given a query A¬D there might exist several equivalent tree queries AEDÐG . For example, it is easy to see that,

¡

GG

given a node (variable)  in A¬D one might add a new node
(variable which is not in A¬D ) with the same parent and loca) N
@
tion path as  and /
UG{X
¶%»-¸ without changing the result
of AED (note that all variables in a tree query are existentially
quantified).
Query Decomposition : A sequence of tree queries


N
R
N
AED0² AED X , is a decomposition of A¬D if AED0²zAED X is
defined and equivalent to AED . For example, the sequence of
queries N AEDÜÊ ß R AEDÜÊ à X shown in Fig. 16 is a decomposition
of query AEDÜÊ illustrated in Fig. 14.
In the context of query evaluation,  we consider decompositions where AED0² is a prefix of AED . Then, from the defini
tion of query composition, it follows that the root of AED is
a projected variable in prefix AED~² , i.e. the suffix subquery

can be evaluated on the result obtained by query AED0²
AED
(this is true since we only allow the descendant/child axes in
variable binding location paths). In other words, prefix AED0²
can be sent to the sources for evaluation, and the suffix query

can be evaluated at the mediator level on the fragments
AED
resulting from the evaluation of AED ² .
The problem becomes to find a decomposition of AED such
that prefix AED ² filters as much XML fragments as possible
at the source level before the evaluation of the suffix query.
It is evident that this decomposition process is restricted by
the capabilities of the source query language, which in our
case is XPath. As mentioned earlier, XPath only allows to
project on one variable, i.e. AED0² only contains one variable 
) N
where ¼§Z/
#X and, as a consequence of the definition of

query decomposition, the suffix query AED shares the same
variable  (its root).

6.3

Decomposition Algorithm

In the following, we describe a query decomposition algorithm for tree queries involving XPath expressions. Let
AED be a tree query and  be the variable that corresponds
to the root of the query. The decomposition algorithm starts



with the trivial decomposition N AED R AED X where AED cor @
responds
to) a projection
on the location path of  (¤
¶H<¸ ,
)  N
)  N

@
N
@
g
X
g
X and /
X
¶H¼Ü¸ ) and AED
corresponds
to the query obtained from AED by replacing the location path
,
) 
,
N
g. X ). For example, for decomof  with g. N X ( g N ~X @
posing query AEDÜÊ of Fig. 14, the algorithm starts with two
4
4
Ê ( (suffix) illustrated in
subqueries AEDÐÊ
(prefix) and AEDÜ
4
4
Fig. 17. It is easy to see that N A¬DÜÊ R AEDÜÊ (dX is a decomposition of AEDÐÊ .
The decomposition algorithm is based on two simple observations. First, all existential quantifications defined by the
FOR clause and all conditions in the WHERE clause can be
“pushed” into the prefix query (source location path) without


changing the result of the composition AED z~A¬D . However,
the new prefix query is more “optimal” since it selects only

IJ

FOR
RETURN
á

IN document(“http://www.art.com”)//ARTIST

IN document(“http://www.art.com”)//ARTIST
IN I% /NAME, IJ8dG IN IJ /ARTIFACT
,
I G IN IJ8dG /TITLE, I G IN I%8eG /MATERIAL
IJ(dG = ’Van Gogh’
IJ(dG
3

Prefix Query QS3.a
IJ

FOR

I`(
3
I

WHERE
RETURN

I%

FOR

IJ

I

I`(
3

WHERE
RETURN

IN self(),
IN IJ /NAME, I%8 IN I% /ARTIFACT
,
IN I%8 /TITLE, I IN IJ8 /MATERIAL
= ’Van Gogh’
,
,I
Suffix Query QS3.b

Figure 17: Initial decomposition of
4
4
AEDÜÊ
and the suffix query A¬DÜÊ ( .

A¬DÜÊ

to the prefix query

those fragments where the predicates on the source location
path evaluate to true. Nevertheless, we would still need to
load the whole document for evaluating projection. In fact,
we would like to load, instead of the whole document, the
smallest possible fragments that allow to evaluate all projections defined in the query. This can be obtained by “narrowing” projection to the smallest subtrees containing all projections of the original query (note that our tree queries only
use the child/descendant axes and all instances of a variable
 can be obtained from the instances of its ancestor variable).
The following algorithm describes the previous discussion in
three consecutive steps :
Step âB : All variables in a tree query are existentially quantified, i.e. for all variable bindings  such that  IN ~"J$
in the FOR clause of AED , there must exist at least one
fragment that can be obtained from a fragment in  by
evaluating location path $ . This condition can be pushed
into the prefix query by creating for each non-root vari in AED a new existentially quantified variable G
able
)  N
,

@
S
UG{X
¶ +5
J¸ ) in A¬D
(/
called the surrogate of
@
N
 and denoted G
H-1 #X . The partial order and
location paths defined
on the variables in AED ) are also

)
maintained in AED : U N H9  N 'X¯X @ e91 N U N #XTX
)
)
and g N H91 N 'X¯X @ g N 'X .
Step â ¡ : As for existential quantification, it is possible
to copy all selection predicates in A¬D to the prefix

) N
) N
N
@
query AED : If ½-ãd¿ÖÀvZ/
'X then /
H9  'X¯X
) N
N
/
e91 #XTXÅ½9äYå1æ¯æWç ãdè{¿¢À .
After applying steps â=B and â ¡ we obtain the new pre4
fix query AEDÐÊ UG illustrated in Fig. 18 (the suffix query
4
AEDÜÊ ( has not been changed yet).
Step âuÊ : The prefix query should return the smallest possible fragments containing all information needed for
query evaluation. This can be obtained by “narrowing”
projection to the smallest subtrees containing all projections of A¬D . In our context, where the location paths
in the query are formed using only the descendant and
child axes, the solution is to project on the least common

I%

Figure 18: Prefix query AEDÜÊ
steps â=B and â ¡ .

4

G

obtained after application of

ancestor variable of all projection variables. More formally, let / be the least common ancestor of all projection
variables ( / is not necessarily a projected variable) in
AED . Then, first we will narrow projection in A¬D
to
N
H-1 /`X , i.e. move the projection from the root  of

to node H-1 N /`X such that H-1 N /`X will become
AED
)  N
)  N
@
the new pivot variable : /
~X
/
~XÅéo¶ ¼Ü¸ and
)  N
)

N
@
N
N
/
H-1 /`X¯X
/
H9  /`XTXÐ§¶ ¼Ü¸ . Second, vari
able / will become the new root of AED , i.e. we can

remove all variables in AED that are not descendants
)5
,
N
of / and g N /`X @
gh. X . Observe that it is also pos
sible to remove all direct subtrees (children) of / in AED
containing no projections. This is possible, since these
subtrees only serve for filtering instances of / , which is

already done by AED after applying steps â=B and â ¡ .
Finally, in order to compose the new prefix and suffix,
all occurrences of H9  N /`X will be renamed into / in
query AED0² .
After applying step âuÊ and defining variable I%8 , as the
4
4
new pivot between AEDÜÊ G and AEDÐÊ ( , we obtain the
final prefix and suffix queries illustrated in Fig. 19 decomposing query AEDÜÊ .
I%

FOR

IN document(“http://www.art.com”)//ARTIST
IN I% /NAME, IJ8 IN IJ /ARTIFACT
,
G IN IJ8 /TITLE, I G IN IJ8 /MATERIAL
G = ’Van Gogh’

IJ(dG
3
I

IJ(

WHERE
RETURN

I%8
4

Prefix query AEDÜÊ
I%8

FOR

3

I

RETURN

I

3

IN self()
IN I%8 /TITLE, I
,
,I

GG

Suffix query A¬DÜÊ

4

Figure 19: Final prefix ( AEDÜÊ
ies for AEDÜÊ .

,

4

IN

I%8

/MATERIAL

(WG G

G G

) and suffix ( AEDÜÊ

4

(WG G

) quer-

Observe that steps â=B and â ¡ reduce the number of fragments returned by the source location path, whereas âuÊ reduces the size of the fragments returned. Observe also that
âuÊ might increase the number of fragments but not the total
size of returned data.
4
After these three steps, the prefix query AEDÜÊ G G can
be translated into a standard XPath location path

QS3’:

IJ8

FOR

3
I

RETURN

I

3

IN document(“http://www.art.com//ARTIST[NAME=’Van Gogh’]/ARTIFACT[TITLE and MATERIAL]”)
,
IN I%8 /TITLE, I IN IJ8 /MATERIAL
,
,I
Figure 20: Final query A¬DÜÊ`G .

(“http://www.art.com//ARTIST[NAME=’Van
Gogh’]/ARTIFACT[TITLE and MATERIAL]”). Then, we replace the
binding location path of the root variable of suffix query
4
AEDÜÊ ( G G with this path and the final query is illustrated in
Fig. 20.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented the integration of XPathenabled XML resources according to high-level and domain
specific ontologies. Source integration is obtained by mapping XPath location paths to conceptual paths in the ontology. Our path to path mappings can be exploited in several
ways. In this paper, we have focused on the rewriting of tree
queries. The presented rewriting algorithm has been added to
our prototype which is implemented on top of Java and the

object-oriented database system ê [13]) and OQL [9] as the
query language.
In the general case, the query may ask for data from several sources. For example, it may ask for the biographical
details of the painter of a given painting. We may find the
name of the painter from one source, given the painting, and
then use it to retrieve her biography from another. Obviously,
this calls for a strategy that determines how to pass information from the results obtained from one source to queries sent
to another source. We are currently studying a query composition algorithm that exploits partial variable-rule bindings
for decomposing a query AED into a partially ordered set of
XPath expressions (prefix queries) to be evaluated by the
sources, where the partial order implies information passing,
followed by an XML query (suffix) to be evaluated by the
mediator on the results of these subqueries.
We are also studying a second application of mapping rules
for the automatic creation of source descriptions [3]. Formally speaking, this corresponds to the materialization of the
view ontology and the resulting C-Web database can be considered as a data warehouse for XML resources. One advantage of view materialization is that it avoids query rewriting and a standard query evaluator (e.g. SQL or OQL
interpreter) can be used for query answering. A second advantage is that the C-Web repository contains a (partial) copy
of the source information and a certain number of queries
can be answered without accessing the XML resources (e.g.
give me the URLs of the resources containing information
about Picasso paintings). Nevertheless, in the presence of
large collections of XML documents evolving with time, the
storage and maintenance of materialized views becomes very
costly, unless it is possible to control the size and the changes
of the materialized information. Size control can be user
driven, for example, by preloading descriptions corresponding to a query (partial view materialization) defined by the

user. Change control can be source-driven, for example, by
triggering the creation (update) of descriptions upon a change
in the document contents.
Another important issue appears with the combined usage
of 1) query rewriting, 2) automatically generated descriptions and 3) user defined descriptions during query evaluation. For example, a C-Web repository for scientific paper
reviews might contain a partial copy of the submitted papers
(e.g. the title and the names of the authors), some additional
information added by the reviewers (e.g. the names of the reviewers and the reviews) and some mapping rules that allow
to extract the abstract and the bibliography of the submitted
paper. Then, the query “Give me the title of all papers that
are reviewed by an author appearing in the bibliography” can
only be answered by using all three kinds of information.
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